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Wealth through Stealth: Evening the Odds, or Flirting with Disaster?
Narrative success, in fairy tales, often takes the form of romantic reward, yet vast riches are an added incentive for those who 'marry up'. Impoverished heroines can say goodbye to work when they attract a royal spouse, just as knaves, numbskulls and ne'er-do-wells may beat off rivals, and defy expectation, to wed a princess. Another means of getting ahead entails a certain degree of moral latitude, spotting an opportunity to swindle or steal, and taking full advantage of it. The rapid social ascents made possible by such tactics suggest that unfavourable origins are as inconsequential as a class system in terms of impeding progress. Individuals can 'pull themselves up by their bootstraps', as Zipes has put it, and make good on what they have in an interesting affirmation of entrepreneurship. Indeed, while he claims that such tales 'gave vent to the frustration of the common people and embodied their interests and wishes ' (2002a: 6) , affluence remains a primary objective. Whether it is achieved through securing a royal marriage, or stealing treasure hoarded by villainous witches and ogres, money is understood as a means to evade poverty and live happily ever after -in most cases at least. 1 While the last chapter looked at cinematic narratives that bring a measure of maturity to male characters, noting a tendency to repudiate material concerns as secondary to family and friendship, we look at a direct contrast here: tales with the specific aim of seeing protagonists make a fortune, appraising differing treatments of this apparent dream-come-true. A chief aim is to question the often quite illicit means by which heroes seek to rise above their station, assessing how criminality has been represented in both fairy tales and film. When are seemingly questionable acts of deceit and robbery, even murder, permitted as a form of social advancement, and when are they censured? Is any line drawn between approved and prohibited behaviour? And to what extent do such tales serve to corroborate venal interests, or condemn them?
In many fairy tales a simple matter of impoverishment propels the narrative action, motivating protagonists to take somewhat underhanded means to improve their lot. The morality accompanying such stories is often curiously ambivalent, with theft and murder frequently sanctioned as necessary for survival; an idea that extols the harshest of life lessons: kill or be killed -and take what you can. A number of perceived heroes engage in less than virtuous activities which they are allowed to profit from nonetheless, causing us to question where the demarcation between 'good' and 'evil' lies. In general, where characters are placed in dire straits, the ends are seen to justify the means. Stealth, and a degree of ruthlessness, are shown to be necessary survival traits, and audiences are afforded a vicarious pleasure in seeing characters transgress the rules and prosper as a result. However, fairy tales do not simply present figures acting through sheer desperation, and the response made to greed and ambition is also highly variable. The tale type known as 'Air Castles' (ATU 1430), for example (including Grimm tales such as 'Lazy Heinz' and 'Lean Lisa'), concerns itself with daydreams of wealth and fame which we are invited to scorn. Much like the related tale types 'Foolish Wishes' (ATU 750A) and 'Greed' (ATU 68A) -in which characters are punished for excessive demands and continual dissatisfaction (frequently ending up, like 'The Fisherman and his Wife' (ATU 555), back where they began -or worse) -such tales suggest we should be happy with our lot and not squander our time on vacuous dreams. In some cases the problem lies in wanting something for nothing and not being prepared to labour for a reward. As Maria Tatar notes, in her comparison of various 'reward-and-punishment' tales, lazy and selfish figures are often negatively contrasted with hardworking counterparts. However, as she points out, the riches offered in such tales directly contradict the lesson that material interests are inherently dubious, asserting that 'with their notoriously frank drive towards gold, jewels, and wealth, fairy tale plots begin to resemble blueprints for enterprising young capitalists rather than self-sacrificing do-gooders. Yet the tales repeatedly emphasize and enshrine the importance of indifference to wealth and worldly goods ' (1992: 59) . Evidently, there is a marked discrepancy between the wish-fulfilment fantasies inscribed in tales and the attempt to invest them with moralising lessons. Notably, in the most popular stories, heroes prosper without lifting a finger, often using fabulous devices such as stolen tinderboxes, magic beanstalks and genie-filled lamps to get themselves a fortune -even
